
 

Kaspersky in focus as US-Russia cyber-
tensions rise
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Security software firm Kaspersky has become a focal point in a cyber conflict
between the United States and Russia

The security software firm Kaspersky has become the focal point in an
escalating conflict in cyberspace between the United States and Russia.

The Russian-based company has been accused of being a vehicle for
hackers to steal security secrets from the US National Security Agency,
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and was banned by all American government agencies last month.

But it remains unclear if Kaspersky was part of a scheme or an unwilling
accomplice in an espionage effort.

The software firm has argued it has no ties to any government and said
in a recent statement it is simply "caught in the middle of a geopolitical
fight."

But the latest accusations highlight what some see as a simmering
cyberwar between the two powers.

"Currently, we're losing," said James Lewis, a fellow with the
Washington-based Center for Strategic and International Studies.

"It's not the kind of conflict we're used to."

The Kaspersky allegations come in the wake of an apparent Russian-led
effort to manipulate social media and influence the 2016 US presidential
election.

Russia has an advantage because "they have figured out how to use our
civil liberties against us and there's not much we can do about it," Lewis
said.

"We don't have a group that does this kind of psychological warfare and
we don't have the legal authority to defend against it."

Peter Singer, a New America Foundation strategist and author who has
written on 21st century warfare, agreed that Russia is gaining ground in
this cyber conflict.

"If it's a 'cyberwar,' it is a akin to a Cold War-style back-and-forth of
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everything from stealing secrets to political influence operations," Singer
said.

"Given that the Russians have so far got away with no real consequences
for the biggest, most impactful operation, the hacks and influence
campaign targeting the 2016 US election, I'd say they are doing pretty
well."

  
 

  

Eugene Kaspersky, CEO of Kaspersky Lab, claims his company has no ties to
Russia or any other government espionage efforts

Cat-and-mouse game

But Gabriel Weimann, a professor at Israel's University of Haifa and
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author who has written on cybersecurity, said it may be premature to
declare Russia the winner.

"We don't really know the achievements of NSA in monitoring the web,
this kind of information is secret," Weimann said.

"This is a cat-and-mouse game. You respond to breaking in and the other
side responds and it becomes more dangerous and more sophisticated."

On Tuesday, the New York Times reported that Israeli intelligence had
hacked into the Kaspersky network and upon detecting the Russian
intrusion, alerted the United States, which led to a decision last month
for Kaspersky software to be removed from US government computers.

The online news site CyberScoop, citing anonymous sources, reported
separately this week that Kaspersky as early as 2015 sought to promote
its anti-virus software as a tool to track extremists in the Middle East.

The report said that some US officials were intrigued by the offer, but
that technical members of the intelligence community interpreted this as
meaning that Kaspersky's anti-virus software could be used as a spying
tool.

CyberScoop said that Russian officials from the FSB, the successor to
the KGB, told US officials in 2015 not to interfere with Kaspersky
software, a message that set off alarm bells.

The Wall Street Journal meanwhile reported that the Russian
government was able to modify Kaspersky software to turn it into an
espionage tool.

Anti-virus software such as those created by Kaspersky can become a
tool for espionage because it scans and can access all files in a computer
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or network.

Eugene Kaspersky, founder of the company which bears his name, has
long denied any connection to the Russian government but said on
Twitter Monday he was launching an internal investigation into the latest
allegations.

A company statement this week said, "Kaspersky Lab has never helped,
nor will help, for any government in the world with its cyberespionage
efforts, and contrary to erroneous reports, Kaspersky Lab software does
not contain any undeclared capabilities such as backdoors as that would
be illegal and unethical."

Weimann said he believes Kaspersky was likely "piggybacked" by the
Russian government for espionage rather than a willing participant.

Lewis agreed, saying Kaspersky is probably "an unwilling tool" in the
Russian espionage effort.

Lewis said that Eugene Kaspersky "would love to be (part of) a private
company headquartered in London but the Russian government won't let
him."
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